“

Is this how the company reported it? Or have these numbers been adjusted by someone?

“

How much time do I (or my $100k+/year analysts) waste
hunting for and typing in data by hand?
…or worse…are we just skipping analysis because it’s too slow?

“

”

”

Is anyone here actually reading the disclosures?

”

Got Equity Research Headaches? CALCBENCH Can Help….

“
“

The numbers in this model…how can I see where they came from?

Why does it take so long after new filings for our data to get updated?

“

”

”

When I look at a new company, it takes me hours to grab all of the filings and numbers,
just so I can start my analysis…now what if I want to look at 20 new companies?

”

“Is this how the company actually reported it?”
Actual, as reported line item detail, spread out over time:

www.calcbench.com

“How much time do we waste typing in data by hand?”
Calcbench will help you find it, AND put it in Excel for you:

www.calcbench.com

“Is anyone here actually reading the disclosures?”
Our breakthrough Interactive Disclosure tool.
Find, Read, Compare & Pull data.
All the documents in one place. Just like it should be:

www.calcbench.com

“How can I see where these numbers came from?”
Calcbench lets you trace EVERY number back to the source.
Online AND in excel:

www.calcbench.com

“Why does it take so long for our data to get updated?”
Don’t sweat earnings season ever again. Calcbench is updated in real time,
with new filings processed minutes after leaving the CFOs desk.

www.calcbench.com

“It takes hours to get ready just to start analyzing”
Just Calcbench it! Use our state of the art Excel add-in to build and update
models. Spend your time analyzing, not hunting.

www.calcbench.com

Don’t just take our word for it!

“

Calcbench can't be beaten. It's fast, flexible, and friendly, and lets our team pull data
out of those hard-to-reach places - like footnotes and balance sheet details - with an
ease that older databases can't come close to matching.

”

– Jack T. Ciesielski, CPA, CFA,
President, R.G. Associates, Inc. & The Analyst's Accounting Observer

“

The biggest value we get from Calcbench is gaining better access to hard-to-find
footnote data that we use in our research. Calcbench is making great strides in how
industry can leverage XBRL data to improve access to valuable financial information,
and we are pleased to be working with them.

”

– David Zion,
Credit Suisse, Head of Accounting & Tax Research

“

My students need to analyze statements "as is" without any standardization by a third party.
For that purpose, Calcbench is the best resource that I have come across.
– Dan Gode, Ph.D., Professor of Accounting,
Leonard N. Stern School of Business, New York University

”

www.calcbench.com

Try Calcbench Today!

CALCBENCH

Next Generation Financial Data Tools

Contact us for more information:
1-844-422-5223
us@calcbench.com
www.calcbench.com

www.calcbench.com

